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Alfred University and its Division of Mathematics were approved by the NYS Education Department to offer bachelor
of science degrees with majors in mathematics and mathematics with a concentration in actuarial science. These
majors will complement the existing bachelor of arts degree in mathematics. The Division of Mathematics has also
recently created a minor in computer science.

“By offering additional mathematics degrees and a computer science minor, Alfred University can better serve the
diverse interests and abilities of its students as well as prepare them to become more competitive candidates for
graduate school or the 21st-century workforce,” said Dr. Joseph Petrillo, associate professor of mathematics and Cole
Professor in Mathematics.

“The bachelor of science degree in actuarial science prepares students for a career in the actuarial field,” added Dr.
Darwyn C. Cook, associate professor of mathematics and division chairman. “Actuaries help companies manage risk
by analyzing information using mathematical tools. The actuarial career is one of top five jobs in the United States
every year. Actuaries are well compensated, and have a great working environment,” he noted.

The bachelor of science major in mathematics offers a rigorous and broad range of courses in mathematical theory and
mathematical and scientific applications.  Like the existing bachelor of arts major in mathematics, students earning a
bachelor of science degree will develop a firm mathematical foundation and experience the diversity of a liberal arts
education, but they will also have the opportunity to study specific aspects of mathematics and science in greater
depth. 

“Students who earn a bachelor of arts degree in mathematics at Alfred University are well-prepared for careers in
education, business, and industry. However, the bachelor of science degree in mathematics will help us to develop
much stronger applicants for graduate programs and jobs requiring analytical problem solving, such as those in finance
and computer science,” said Petrillo.  

The bachelor of arts major in mathematics includes three informal options - business, science, education - that reflect
the general diversity of the bachelor of arts degree. With the new bachelor of science degrees, students have the
opportunity to specialize in actuarial or the physical sciences. Students may decide on the bachelor of arts or bachelor
of science degree after matriculating at the University. There are many factors in that decision, including interest in
other fields and post-graduation plans.

The Mathematics Division at AU reflects the national trend toward integrating computing technology into its
instruction. The division has a fully functional computer laboratory with power desktop computers equipped with
various mathematical software and features audio/visual and teaching aids.

According to Career Cast (careercast.com), three of the top four jobs in 2015 (based on income, work environment,
stress, and hiring outlook) are actuary (#1), mathematician (#3), and statistician (#4).  Computer-related jobs also took



three spots in the top 10, namely, data scientist (#6), software engineer (#8), and computer systems analyst (#10). 

Cook earned a Ph.D. in mathematics from Louisiana State University; a master of arts degree in mathematics from the
State University of New York (SUNY) at Potsdam; and bachelor of arts degrees in mathematics and in computer
science from SUNY Potsdam.

Petrillo earned a Ph.D. and a master of arts degree, both in mathematics from SUNY Binghamton and a bachelor of
science degree and minor in physics from Wilkes University, Wilkes-Barre, PA.


